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Abstract In this paper, we present iHairRecolorer, the first deep-learning based approach for examplebased hair color transfer in videos. Given an input video and a reference image, our method automatically
transfers the hair color in the reference image to the hair in the video while keeping other hair attributes (e.g.,
shape, structure, and illumination) untouched, producing vivid color-transferred dynamic hair in the video.
Our method performs the color transfer purely in the image space, without any form of intermediate 3D
hair reconstruction. The key enabler of our method is a carefully designed conditional generative model that
explicitly disentangles various hair attributes into their corresponding sub-spaces, which are implemented as
conditional modules integrated into a generator. We introduce a novel spatially and temporally normalized
luminance map to represent the structure and illumination of the hair. Such a representation can largely ease
the burden of the generator to synthesize temporally coherent vivid dynamic hairs in the video. We further
introduce a cycle consistency loss to enforce the faithfulness of the generated results w.r.t. the reference. We
demonstrate our system’s superiority in video hair color transfer by extensive experiments and comparisons
to alternative methods.
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1

Introduction

Human hair is essential for characterizing portraits, motivating many successful works in computer graphics and computer vision, from hairstyle transfer [4], interactive hair shape manipulation [5] to fully controllable portrait hair editing [33]. The existing works have mainly focused on static hair. Hair editing in
videos remains relatively under-explored. In this work, we consider the problem of exemplar-based hair
color transfer in video clips, and aim to transfer the hair color in a reference image to the dynamic hair
in a source video.
However, different from most parts of a human face, hair is remarkably delicate, variable, and complicated. It consists of thousands of tiny strands and is subject to illumination, motion, and occlusion,
making it intractable to analyze, represent, and generate. The challenges mainly arise from three aspects. First, the intricate hair shape and varying hair opacity, either induced by its structure or the
complex motion, could lead to the difficulty of seamless hair-background separation across frames, i.e.,
imperfect hair segmentation. Second, hair strands’ fine-grained features tend to vary intrinsically for
their anisotropic nature, as well as extrinsically for their sensitivity to light variations (e.g., a subtle light
change could cause conspicuous alteration of hair appearance). These make it arduous to distill a hair
palette of the source video and then instill that of the reference without affecting other hair attributes,
such as shape, structure, and illumination. Third, no ground truth information (e.g., paired video clips
of the same content but exhibiting different hair colors) is available. Thus, finding a self-supervised
mechanism, which can disentangle the information of hair into background, color, and other attributes,
is essential to our method.
* Corresponding author (email: youyizheng@zju.edu.cn)
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Luckily, with the advances of conditional generative adversarial networks (GANs), disentangling different hair attributes in a self-supervised manner becomes promising. Recently, Tan et al. [33] introduce
the MichiGAN to flexibly edit hair shape, structure, and appearance in a single image. Despite the
compelling results in individual frames, their solution leads to flickering artifacts when applied to our
task on each frame due to a lack of temporal coherence. Refashioning their framework by leveraging
optical flow [39] might seem like a feasible solution. However, due to the sophisticated structure and
motion blur of dynamic hair, the predicted flow is much less accurate, and thus inappropriate for building temporal consistency. Moreover, re-synthesizing realistic moving strands conditional on a 2D hair
orientation map [33] could also be extremely challenging since plenty of hair details are not captured by
the orientation map. Another potential solution is to formulate this task as an exemplar-based video
colorization problem [44], by directly replacing the chrominance of the source with that of the reference
while keeping the luminance intact. This method could preserve the illumination and hair structure well
but prone to color inaccuracy and spuriousness since color information still more or less exists in the
luminance map.
Therefore, we need a system to bridge the hair color difference between the reference and the source
as much as possible while simultaneously preserving the original background and other hair attributes,
and more importantly, to ensure the realism and temporal coherence of transferred results. To this end,
we introduce iHairRecolorer, a novel example-based system for hair color transfer from a reference image
to a video. Our iHairRecolorer is based on generative neural networks and consists of three delicate
conditioning mechanisms within the video generation pipeline. Specifically, spatially and temporally
variant hair attributes of shape, structure, and illumination are collectively represented as a masked
luminance map in the LAB color space, which is further normalized across frames to obliterate color
information while maintaining temporal coherence. In contrast to less informative orientation maps [33],
such a luminance map perfectly preserves hair’s fine-grained structures and lighting variations, thus
significantly easing the burden of our generator. More globally, hair color is represented as a feature vector
encoded from a given hair region of the reference, and this feature vector serves as the generator’s latent
input to chromatically guide the generation process of every frame. Additionally, we use a background
encoder to progressively achieve mask-aware hair-background blending in the feature domain so as to
refine the imperfect hair segmentation. We integrate the aforementioned condition modules into our
generator to realize the disentanglement of these attributes. The entire network is trained with our
elaborately-designed loss functions, of which a novel one, considering cycle consistency, is proposed to
enforce the faithfulness of the generated results to the reference.
We conduct extensive experiments on the open dataset FaceForensics [27] and our newly-collected
dataset from YouTube, including qualitative and quantitative comparisons, as well as an ablation study.
The results show that the proposed method outperforms all existing alternative methods on image-tovideo hair color transfer. In summary, the main contributions of our work include
• We introduce iHairRecolorer, the first deep learning-based approach for transforming the hair color
from a reference image to a video clip.
• We for the first time exploit a hair luminance map in the LAB color space to represent hair structure and illumination, and prove its effectiveness in preserving fine-grained hair geometries than other
alternative representations.
• We employ a novel cycle consistency loss to better match the colors between generated results and
the reference image.

2

Related Work

Hair Manipulation. Hair is a critical component of human portraits and yet is challenging to analyze
and synthesize due to its intricate structure and severe self-occlusions therein. Various techniques have
been proposed for hair manipulation, such as interactive hair shape editing [5], hair transfer [4], morphing [41], neural hair rendering [2,40], and manipulation of multiple attributes of hair in single images [33].
However, most of them are based on a coarse 2D orientation map to represent the hair structure, which
lacks temporal coherence and fine-grained details, negatively affecting visual quality for video manipulation. Although Chai et al. [2] calculate a warping field to maintain temporal coherence, their method
cannot generalize to arbitrary hairstyles due to the dependence on 3D hair models.
Conditional Image Generation. The unprecedented power of generative adversarial networks
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Figure 1 The overall pipeline of iHairRecolorer. It consists of three condition modules and a backbone generator. The inputs to
these condition modules are respectively a background image , a reference image, and 3 consecutive normalized luminance maps,
which will be processed and injected into the backbone generator in a fully disentangled manner. A cycle consistency training
strategy is also added to our pipeline to enforce the faithfulness of the generated results w.r.t the reference image.

(GANs) [8] inspires assorted successful works. For example, [19,45] designed unconditional GANs to generate super-realistic images based on randomly sampled hidden vectors. To impose specific constraints
within the generation process, Mirza and Osindero mirza2014conditional proposed the conditional GAN
(cGAN). Pix2Pix [16] further generalizes this idea to diverse conditional tasks, motivating many intriguing applications [11,18,37,43]. However, Pix2Pix and its variants do not support easy control of multiple
attributes for a specific object during generation. To achieve this, the disentanglement of different attributes becomes extremely important, as demonstrated in the following works. CariGANs [1] explicitly
models geometric exaggeration and appearance stylization through two separate networks, achieving
photo-to-caricature translation. iOrthoPredictor [42] decouples the teeth appearance and geometry in
an unsupervised manner, enabling visual prediction of orthodontics. MichiGAN [33] utilizes multiple
condition modules to control disparate attributes of the hair orthogonally. Our solution is inspired by
MichiGAN, but is different from it in the following aspects. First, they focus on hair editing in images
whereas we concentrate on image-to-video hair color transfer. Second, they represent hair structures
using orientation maps [4,24,40], which get rid of textures completely but in turn filter out many details.
In contrast, our approach utilizes normalized luminance maps, which are capable of preserving original
fine-grained hair structures and illumination, and thus are more suitable for synthesizing realistic dynamic
hair.
Video-to-Video Synthesis. Extensive studies have been conducted on video synthesis. [29, 34, 35]
extended the GAN framework for unconditional video synthesis, achieving excellent results. However,
these solutions have difficulty in generating long videos and cannot control specific video elements due
to their unconditional settings. Subsequently, a lot of works then focus on synthesizing videos under the
control of a given specific sequence (e.g., semantic segmentation masks, body poses, or even images).
[6, 22] designed the systems for motion transfer, where the motions of a character in a source video
are transferred to a target character. [30, 31] transformed a low-resolution video into a realistic superresolution video. [7, 10, 15, 28] transferred the style of a reference image to a natural scene video. While
these methods are subject to problem-specific constraints and designs, vid2vid [39] introduce a unified
framework for video-to-video synthesis by imposing temporal inconsistency penalty. Analogously, our
work can also be regarded as a video-to-video problem, and thus we use the framework of vid2vid to
generate temporally coherent videos. Different from vid2vid, we introduce three delicate conditioning
mechanisms within the video generation pipeline for the hair color transfer.
Video Colorization. Most recently, a few works [17, 21, 23, 36] used one colored frame as an example
and learned temporal propagation through deep neural networks to colorize the subsequent frames in a
video sequence. However, due to the propagation mechanism, these methods would be problematic if it
fails on a particular frame. Thus [12,13,44] proposed to establish the correspondences of objects between
a reference image and a source image or video, based on which they could colorize the source in the LAB
color space, namely transferring the chrominance (AB channels) of the reference to that of the source
with the luminance (L channel) of the source kept intact. Despite high-fidelity results, they are prone to
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Figure 2 We generate the trimap based on the coarse hair mask and impose the matting algorithm [14] to refine it, which can
significantly improve the quality of recoloring

color inaccuracy and spuriousness since color information still more or less exists in the luminance map.
Inspired by them, we extract a luminance map and further normalize it across frames to obliterate color
information and maintain temporal coherence.

3

Overview

Given a source video with T frames I(T ) = {I 1 , I 2 , ..., I T } and a reference image Iref , our goal is to remove
the original hair palette in I(T ) and then paint the reference’s into it while keeping other hair attributes
ˆ ) = {Iˆ1 , Iˆ2 , ..., IˆT }.
unchanged, e.g., shape, structure and illumination. The output video is denoted as I(T
Figure 1 shows the pipeline of our system, where we transfer the hair color of a video frame by frame
given a reference image. Our network architecture consists of a backbone generator and three condition
modules to control three different components related to hair: background, color, and a collection of
other attributes, including shape, structure, and illumination. The inputs to condition modules are
respectively a background image B t , the reference image Iref , and k consecutive normalized luminance
maps Ilt (k) = {Ilt−k+1 , Ilt−k+2 , ..., Ilt } (where, {Ilt−k+1 , Ilt−k+2 , ..., Ilt−1 } and Ilt are calculated from the
previous colorization results and current frame respectively. ), which will be processed and injected into
the backbone generator, producing the processed t-th frame Iˆt . By virtue of the disentanglement of
disparate components, our backbone generator provides flexible control over the hair color in the video
without affecting other components. More formally, we formulate the video generation process as the
following deterministic function for each frame t:

Iˆt = G Ilt (k), Iref , B t .
(1)
We will then elaborate on our method and prove its feasibility. We first introduce our three condition modules (section 4). Then, we present the entire pipeline and discuss its training strategies and
loss functions (section 5). Finally, we show our method’s effectiveness by experimental comparisons
(subsection 6.2) and ablation studies (subsection 6.3).

4

Conditional Modules

In this section, we will describe our three condition modules to handle disparate hair components in detail,
including their condition representations, architectures, and integration into the backbone generator.
4.1

Luminance Module

The luminance module is designed to process hair shape, structure and illumination, which are collectively
represented using a map with the same resolution as the original image for each frame t.
Hair Shape. We utilize a semantic segmentation network [3] to obtain a hair mask M for each frame,
since we only focus on the hair region. However, the segmentation network often generates imperfect or
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even incorrect masks, as shown in the third column in Figure 2. Such masks often provide a coarse cue for
the hair shape, thus leading to artifacts in the recoloing results, especially along the hair boundaries. To
address this issue, we first erode the hair mask and then dilate it to generate a trimap (second column in
Figure 2). White, black, and gray represent the foreground, background, and unknown area, respectively,
where the unknown area means the boundary area between the hair and the background in our task.
Finally, we impose the matting algorithm [14] to refine the hair mask(fourth column in Figure 2). It can
be seen from Figure 2 that the refined masks lead to better recoloring results.
Hair Structure & Illumination. One possible way to represent hair structure is to use 2D hair
orientation map as in [33], which gets rid of hair textures completely but in turn becomes less informative.
For instance, varying hair structures and illumination will be relentlessly filtered out, becoming univocal
2D growing directions. Instead, we convert the image into the LAB color space consisting of a chrominance
map (AB channels) and a luminance map (L channel). The luminance map is commonly used to represent
the structures and illumination of scenes [44]. It has several advantages over a 2D hair orientation map.
First, it is obtained directly from the color space conversion, and thus more stable and robust, whereas
calculating 2D hair orientation maps is vulnerable to noise and image quality, leading to flickering videos
as shown in Figure 3. Second, compared to an orientation map, which only contains the local hair growing
directions, a luminance map also encompasses local details and lighting variations, which are instrumental
in synthesizing stable and realistic dynamic hair.
However, there is more or less color information entangled in the luminance map, mainly because
different luminances will lead to color fluctuation for the same chrominance, as shown in subsection 6.2.
Therefore, we cannot directly achieve color transformation within the LAB color space by replacing the
chrominance of the source with that of the reference, as in [44].
In light of this, we normalize the luminance map to the standard normal distribution. In this way, the
luminance map of any sample will have the same distribution, thus ensuring color consistency. However,
we find that normalizing the luminance map frame by frame would cause the problem of temporal
incoherence, since the pixel values for the same local feature might jump across frames after normalization.
To avoid this problem, we thus normalize the the luminance map both spatially and temporally as follows:
PT P
(M t · Lti )
L = tPT iP i
,
(2)
t
t
i Mi
Ltnorm = r P

T
t

Lt − L
P 

2

Mit ·(Lti −L)
PT P
t
t
i Mi



,

(3)

i

where Lt = Ilt denotes the luminance map of I t for simplicity and Ltnorm the normalized version; M t is
the hair mask of t-th frame; the subscript i denotes i-th pixel in the map. Note that, the normalization
happens only within a sampled video clip during training while during testing the entire video.
We remove the influence of background by M · Lnorm and then concatenate k consecutive frames’ as
the module’s input. Here, we use k = 3. In this way, when transferring each frame, we also include its
previous 2 frames’ normalized luminance maps to enforce temporal coherence. The luminance module
consists of several downsampling and residual blocks, as well as the skip connections to the backbone
generator.
4.2

Color Module

Inspired by MichiGAN [33], we represent hair color as a feature vector extracted from the reference hair
region for its global consistency and shape invariance. Different from MichiGAN, which needs to learn
multiple factors, such as intrinsic albedo color, shading variations and wisp styles, we only learn the color
style since other types of information have been provided by our luminance map.
Representing hair color as a global vector has several merits. First, this is a learnable high-level feature
vector, which could hopefully extract the color palette and the mixing style, rather than a low-level handcrafted vector, such as the averaged color of the hair region. Second, it can be designed to be invariant
to hair shape and structure, and thus can be applied to any target hair region.
To achieve this, we first utilize several partial convolution [20] layers to extract color features only
within the hair region and compress the feature map to a global vector by adding an instance-wise average
pooling layer to compel the abandonment of hair shape, structure and illumination, similar to [33]. Then
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Luminance map

Orientation map

Figure 3 The orientation map only retains local growing directions for a source hair image while our luminance map encompasses
more detailed information, such as local structures and illumination.

the output of color module serves as the latent input to our backbone generator. It is worth mentioning
that we only use one reference image to chromatically guide the generation of the entire video. During
training, we randomly choose a reference frame in a sampled video clip while during testing, we can use
arbitrary hair images as reference images.
4.3

Background Module

Finally, we must blend together the background and the synthesized hair regions to get a complete video.
The simplest way is to achieve this in the image domain, via e.g., a direct copy and paste or Poisson
blending [26], which however, would lead to either disharmony or discoloration. Therefore, we merge the
hair region and background progressively in the feature domain to learn a more natural blending, similar
to [33]. Different from MichiGAN, we do not randomly dilate or erode the background mask before
encoding the background.What’s more, we blend the background features only at the last two layers of
the backbone generator. This is mainly due to that the diversity of hairstyles in our training set (about
400 videos) is much less than the training data used in [33] (about 56,000 hair images), and the generator
is liable to overfitting by synthesizing the hair color based on the background features if the blending
begins at a deeper layer.

5

Backbone generator

In this section, we will describe our backbone generator, which integrates the information from the aforementioned conditional modules. We will introduce its architecture, training strategy, and loss functions
(subsection 5.1, subsection 5.2, and subsection 5.3, respectively).
5.1

Architecture

Our backbone generator contains several residual blocks and up-sampling blocks. It integrates disparate
hair features to generate the final results according to the following schemes. First, the color module
encodes the reference image into a global vector and duplicates it to the down-sampled target hair region,
producing the color latent input, which is further concatenated with the luminance module’s output before
fed into the generator. Then, after several residual blocks, the backbone generator will ingest multi-scale
luminance features through skip connections from the luminance module, so as to obtain more detailed
information. In parallel, we blend the background features into the last two up-sample layers of the
generator to produce our result in a mask-aware manner [33]. Note that, unlike [33], which utilizes
SPADE layers [25] to inject structure information into the generator, we directly adopt skip connections,
since we did not find any significant improvement with SPADE layers.
5.2

Training Strategy

Considering there is no paired ground-truth, we could let the background, color and other attributes
come from the same source to train our model, i.e. in a self-supervised manner, similar to previous
works [12, 33]. However, this strategy does not have an explicit constraint for each part of the system,
thus weakening the generalization ability of the model to diverse references. Therefore, we propose to
further refine the trained model with a cycle-consistency loss. Specifically, after training our model under
self-supervision, we fix our color condition module and choose two different video clips: with one (clip X)
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as the source and a randomly chosen frame of the other (clip Y) as the reference, to obtain a recolored clip
X*. Then, we utilize a random frame in X* as the reference and transfer its hair color to the hair in clip
Y, and the model should reconstruct the reference video clip Y under the constraint of cycle consistency.
As the cycle-consistency loss is imposed separately after the self-supervised training step, we refer the
training stages with them as ‘stage I’ and ‘stage II’ respectively.
5.3

Loss Functions

The goal of our network is to produce realistic dynamic hair whose color matches with the reference image
with other attributes kept intact. For simplicity, we denote G(I t , Iref ) = G(Ilt (k), Iref , B t ), representing
the transformation of the hair color of frame t according to the reference image Iref using our network
G. In order to accomplish these objectives, we impose the following losses:
Reconstruction Loss. For a self-supervised training strategy, our goal is to decompose different hair
components of a sampled image I in a video clip and recombine them to reconstruct I. Thus, we use L1
loss L1 and perceptual loss Lp to impose such penalty, as in [33].
Adversarial Loss. We directly adopt two adversarial losses from [39], which are respectively adversarial loss Ladv for single images and spatio-temporal adversarial loss Ltemp for video clips, to generate
realistic and temporally coherent results, where Ltemp is calculated similar to the first two items in Equation 5. To achieve more robust training, we also take the discriminator feature matching loss LF M , as
in [38].
Cycle Consistency Loss. As mentioned in Section 5.2, the above losses are not enough to make the
network faithfully transfer the hair color. To better match the color of the reference Iref , we propose a
chromatic cycle consistency loss LChromatic , which can ensure that the color code of Iˆ = G(I, Iref ) can
reconstruct the reference image Iref :
Lchromatic = kIref − Icyc k1
+ kφi (Icyc ) − φi (Iref )k1
P
Pˆ
Iref · Mref
I ·M
P
P
−
+
M
M

(4)
,
1

ˆ φi represents the i-th layer of the VGG network [32]. The first and second
where Icyc = G(Iref , I),
items measure the difference between Iref and Icyc while the third item ensures that the averaged color
of Iˆ matches that of Iref , which collectively ameliorates the situation of discoloration. What’s more, we
propose Lstable to enhance temporal-coherence of the synthesized video clips at this stage, using the same
spatiotemporal discriminator D as in stage I:
h 
i2
Lstable = E D Iˆt (k), Ilt (k)

2
+ E (1 − D I t (k), Ilt (k)
(5)

2
t
t
+ E D Icyc
(k), Iref,l
(k)

2
t
t
+ E (1 − D Iref
(k), Iref,l
(k) ,
where k represents k (=3) consecutive frames in the video. We also skip 3 frames to take longer temporal
coherence into consideration. In summary, the overall training objective we aim to optimize is:
Lall = λ1 L1 + λp Lp + λadv Ladv + λF M LF M
+ λtemp Ltemp + λchromatic Lchromatic + λstable Lstable ,

(6)

where λ1 , λp , λadv , λF M , λtemp , λchoromatic , and λstable control the weight of each loss, and we set
λ1 = 10.0, λp = 10.0, λadv = 0.1, λF M = 0.1, λtemp = 1.0, λchoromatic = 10.0, λstable = 1.0 in our
experiments.

6

EXPERIMENTS

In this section,we first show diverse results generated by our method and then introduce the implementation details of iHairRecolorer (subsection 6.1). Finally we verify the effectiveness of our system
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Vid2Vid

Ours

Figure 4 Due to error accumulation, vid2vid [39] is prone to color inconsistency and structure distortion. In contrast, our results
are more consistent, realistic and temporally coherent.

through visual and comparative experiments (subsection 6.2), along with studies on the necessity of each
algorithmic component (subsection 6.3).
With varicolored reference images, we tested our method on the source videos with diverse hairstyles
ranging from short to long, simple to complex, where hairs undergo different types of illumination and
motions, induced either by head movements or wind blow. The results are shown in Figure 11. In general,
our method can realistically and robustly transfer the hair color in each video, which matches well with
the given reference images. By virtue of our normalized luminance map, our method can recover not only
globally consistent illumination but also realistic motions for the dynamic hair, even under large motions
and complex hair illumination, as seen in the 4-th, 8-th, and 9-th rows. Thanks to our proposed cycle
consistency constraint and the normalization of luminance map, our generator can faithfully transfer the
hair color, as revealed in the color consistency of the results in the same column. All video results can
be found in our supplementary materials.
In summary, our method has the following advantages. First, since the normalized luminance map
contains rich and stable structure information, it works fine for diverse hairstyles and even under large
hair motions. Second, our method can ignore the illumination of the reference and keep the illumination of
the original video unchanged, due to the disentanglement of illumination from color. Third, the diverse
hairstyles can be transferred to the consistent color using the same reference, attributed to our cycle
consistency loss and normalized luminance map.
6.1

Implementation details

Dataset. In order to cover a wide range of hair structure and appearance, we train our model on public
dataset FaceForensics [27] and our newly collected dataset from YouTube. The videos in these datasets
are of high quality and contain diverse hair colors and structures. We crop and align them to 256 × 256
through a face detector. Finally, we get 407 videos, of which 370 are for training and the rest for testing.
Besides, We also augment the data by randomly flipping or rewinding the videos. For each video, we
randomly sample 50 clips, at the beginning of training: we only used 7 consecutive frames for training in
each clip and doubled the number of frames after every 3 epochs.
Network Structure. Now, we introduce the structures of iHairRecolorer, as shown in Figure 1. The
luminance module contains 3 consecutive downsampling and four residual blocks with the same kernel
size of 3 × 3 and finally increasing the feature channels to 512. The color module downsamples the
reference image by 4 downsampling partial convolutions with an instance normalization and leaky ReLu
activation to avoid the influence of other samples in the same batch. It also involves a global instance
average pooling to compress the color features to a global vector. Then the mask-guided block duplicates
the color code spatially to the downsampled target hair mask. For the background module, we only design
two downsampling layers since the background is easy to learn, and as the receptive field increases, it
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MichiGAN

MichiGAN(L)

Video colorization

Ours

Figure 5 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Due to a lack of temporal coherence, the results generated by MichiGAN [33]
and MichiGAN(L) are flickering. On the other hand, the results generated by video colorization [44] cannot match the color in the
reference image.

also increases the risk of boundary overfitting during self-supervised training. Similar to the luminance
module, the backbone generator contains 4 residual blocks and 3 upsampling blocks, and accepts all
the condition features to generate final results. Besides, we also design skip connections between the
luminance module and the backbone generator to obtain more detailed information.
6.2

Comparisons

To our best knowledge, we are the first deep learning-based approach for image-to-video hair color
transfer. Thus, we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art methods, which could achieve similar
results, including vid2vid [39], MichiGAN [33], and video colorization [44]. In addition, we also compare
the performance of different hair structure representation methods (luminance map and orientation map)
when coloring a static image.
Comparison With Video-to-Video Synthesis. Firstly, we compare to vid2vid. Since their offthe-shell framework could not support color condition generation, we compare with them by producing
our results based on the references sampled from their generated results. Figure 4 shows the comparison
results. Despite excellent temporal coherence in their results, their approach is susceptible to image
quality, since they must transform the original video into a series of edge maps as input. What’s more,
since they generate the results in a recurrent manner, structural distortion or color inconsistency across
frames can be observed due to error accumulation, especially as the number of generated frames increases.
In contrast, our method retains complete structural information and guarantees color consistency no
matter how long the video is, and keeps the rest regions unchanged.
Comparison With MichiGAN. As shown in the first row in the Figure 5, the videos generated
by MichiGAN suffer from the problem of serious flickering artifacts and unrealistic visual effects, when
the hair structure of the source is intricate or the hair undergoes large motions. A major reason is
because their method generates images frame-by-frame and does not guarantee the temporal coherence.
Besides, since their method relies on coarse 2D orientation maps and the extraction of such maps also
does not ensure a temporal coherence, their method will lead to flickering artifacts when extended to
videos. On the other hand, since their method does not explicitly disentangle the luminance from hair
color, the illumination from the reference is transferred to an arbitrary position of the hair in consecutive
sequences, resulting in a negative effect on the authenticity of their results, as seen in the second row of
Figure 5. Moreover, since they only adopt the self-supervised strategy to train the model, it is difficult
for their method to generalize to diverse hairstyles or reference colors, especially mixed colors as shown
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Orientation map

Luminance map

Compared with orientation map, the luminance map can retain more fine-scale structural features.

in the third row of Figure 5. Furthermore, we also replace the orientation map with the luminance map
(denoted as MichiGAN(L)) for comprehensive comparison. As shown in the fourth column, the luminance
map significantly improves the stability of the hair structure and retains more details, as we mentioned
in subsection 4.1. However, the color of the transferred results lacks temporal coherence and changes
with the movement of the hair. In contrast, our method can adapt to diverse extreme conditions such
as large motion, complex illumination, and mixed colors, etc., and generate realistic, high-fidelity and
temporally-coherent video sequences, as well as being not affected by the reference’s illumination while
retaining the illumination in the source video.
Comparison With Video Colorization. Another work similar to ours is video colorization [44],
which colorizes a grayscale video given a reference image. They design a network to find the semantic
correspondence between the reference image and the source video, based on which they replace the AB
channels of the source with that of the reference. Considering that their method is a generic colorization
method, we did not fine-tune their network on portrait dataset. However, for a fair comparison, we
directly assign the semantic corresponding relationship (i.e., between the hair regions) to their network
to remove the influence of other parts on the hair color and only compare with their approach in terms
of the coloring performance and authenticity. As shown in the fourth column in the Figure 5, the
hair color transferred by their method is significantly different from the reference image because directly
duplicating the reference’s AB channel to the source video will be affected by the discrepancy of luminance
distribution. In addition, their method cannot refine the boundary if the correspondence relationship is
not completely correct, it will color the background and lead to boundary artifacts as seen in the first
row of Figure 5. In contrast, we design the color module to extract global color features and fuse with
structural (luminance map) features at the feature level instead of directly swapping AB channels, thus
making the results more faithful to the reference image. Moreover, we proposed the normalized luminance
map and cycle consist loss further to improve the color accuracy and authenticity of the generated results.
Therefore, our method leads to better recoloring results.
Performance on static images. As shown in Figure 6, when coloring static images, the luminance
map can better maintain fine-scale structure of source image than orientation map, because the orientation
map is calculated by Gabor Filtering and Gaussian Blurring, which describes the approximate growth
direction of the hair, and fine-scale features are vulnerable to noise and easily lost. The results are similar
to coloring videos as describes at subsection 6.3 (the third and last columns of Figure 8)
User study. We conducted a simple user study to further evaluate the realism of our generated
results. We used 25 videos randomly selected from the test dataset and color them by different reference
images. Users are required to choose the best results generated by different methods in terms of temporal
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w/o cycle

Full

Figure 7 Our cycle consistency loss helps the network to generate the hair color that better matches with the reference image,
compared to the network trained without it (w/o cycle). Additionally, it also refines the hair boundaries.

Reference

Source

w/o luminance map

w/o norm

w/o temp

Full

Figure 8 The results generated using the orientation map (w/o luminance map) are not temporally coherent and realistic enough.
When we replace the orientation map with the regular luminace map (w/o norm), those problems are alleviated a lot but the problem
of color inconsistency with the reference occurs. After normalizing the regular luminance map spatially (w/o temp), the transferred
color matches the reference better. Moreover, a temporally and spatially normalized luminance map can generate more temporally
coherent dynamic hair (Full).

consistency, visual photo-realism, and color faithfulness. Note that vid2vid cannot generate arbitrary hair
colors because the models they provide do not support conditional modules, so we exclude this method
in the study. Table 1 shows the results based on the feedback from 28 users, 52.58% of the users think
our results are the best.
Quantitative comparisons. We also employ the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) to measure the
distribute distance between the colorized output and the realistic natural frames. We first use a variety
of reference images to color each test video, and then randomly sample 10000 frames from all generated
videos and their corresponding source images to calculate the FID value. As shown in Table 1, our
method achieves the lowest FID, proving that our method provides the most realistic results. Besides,
MichiGAN (L) achieved a lower FID value than MichiGAN, which again shows the effectiveness of our
proposed normalized luminance map.
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Method

MichiGAN

MichiGAN(L)

Video Colorization

Ours

FID

23.73

19.94

27.07

16.73

Human preference(%)

11.46

20.55

15.41

52.58

Compare the quantitative results and human preferences score (user study) of the results generated by different methods

Reference

Source

w/o background

Full

Figure 9 Ablation study for background module. Obviously, directly blending the background in the image domain (w/o background) will produce serious boundary artifacts.

6.3

Ablation Study

In this section we show the effectiveness of each component in our system.
Cycle Consistency Loss. To validate the proposed cycle consistency loss LCyc (Lchromatic and
Lstable ), we compare our full model with the simplified version which is trained without this term (denoted as N C). The results shown in Figure 7 reveal two advantages of LCyc . First, the full model
transfer the hair color from the references to the videos more faithfully than N C. This is mainly because
there is no such explicit constraint in the training process of N C, making it generalize worse to diverse
references. By adding LCyc , the network is forced to reconstruct the reference using the color code of
the transferred source, thus ensuring its faithfulness to the reference. Second, LCyc could more or less
alleviate the hair boundary flickering problem caused by the imperfect hair mask. When training N C,
the self-reconstruction training manner makes this problem covert. In contrast, after adding LCyc , the
color disharmony around the hair boundaries of the cross-transferred results becomes overt and can be
discriminated by the spatiotemporal discriminator.
Spatially and Temporally Normalized Luminance Map. To demonstrate the importance of our
spatially and temporally normalized luminance map, we conduct four sets of experiments: i) Replacing
luminance map with orientation map (w/o luminance map) ii) not normalizing the luminance map (w/o
norm), iii) normalizing luminance map only spatially (w/o temp), and iv) normalizing the luminance
map spatially and temporally (Full). As shown in Figure 8, the orientation map contains only the
growth direction of the hair, which is coarse structure information, and the extracted structure may lack
temporal coherence in consecutive frames, especially under large hair motion or when the hair structure
is intricate (see the results in the 3rd column). At the fourth column of Figure 8, we show that without
normalizing the luminance map, different source videos are transferred into different colors under the same
color condition due to the discrepancy of luminance distributions. On the other hand, only normalizing
the luminance map spatially would still cause flickering of the luminance maps acorss frames and thus
flickering artifacts in the transferred results, when the hair undergoes large motions (5th column in the
second row). In comparison, the spatially and temporally normalized luminance map ensures a much
more faithful transfer of the hair colors.
Blend the background based on the mask. To verify the necessity of the background module,
we compare with the following alternative: only generating the hair region and blend it with the background based on the hair mask (w/o background). As shown in the middle-right of Figure 9, the mix of
background and hair produce serious boundary artifacts. Similar phenomenon can also be observed in a
single frame.
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Mask

Result

Figure 10 The limitation of iHairRecolorer. When there is a large incorrect region produced by hair segmentation network, the
corresponding hair color will not be transferred.

7

Limitations

Although our method can achieve compelling results, it also has several limitations. First, due to different
hairstyles between the reference image and the source video, we compress the color features into a global
latent vector and transfer the source video based on the hair mask. Therefore, it produces unreal videos
when the hair segmentation network produces incorrect masks, especially when there is a large region
of incorrect segmentation as shown in Figure 10. On the other hand, imperfection and temporally
inconsistent hair segmentation, especially around the hair boundary regions, may also lead to suspicious
artifacts when the hair undergoes large motions (e.g., the fringe area in 11, the 9-th row). Moreover,
the hair segmentation network we employ is mainly trained on front-facing photos, and thus may not
extend well for non-frontal photographs. Developing a more robust and temporally accurate hair parsing
method could largely alleviate the aforementioned problems. Second, our method currently only focuses
on the hair color transfer, it cannot manipulate other hair attributes in the video, such as hair style or
hair structure. Editing dynamic hairstyles in a video or even in 3D [9] is an interesting but challenging
task to be explored in the future. This demands anticipating faithful rigid head motion and non-rigid
hair motions.

8

Conclusion

To conclude, we have introduced iHairRecolorer, the first deep generative adversarial network for imageto-video hair color transfer. It contains three meticulous design condition modules and a backbone generator. Different from existing conditional hair editing methods, our approach uses normalized luminance
maps instead of orientation maps to represent hair structure and illumination. Under the constraint of
our proposed cycle consistency loss, our method faithfully transfers the color from the reference image to
the source video. Our ablation study proves the importance of each component of our proposed method
and our comparison experiments demonstrate that the proposed method significantly performs existing
alternative approaches on transferring video hair color.
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Figure 11 Diverse results generated by our method. It can be seen that our method could generate realistic and temporallycoherent dynamic hair whose color closely matches with the reference images.

